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Incident Details : 

On Sunday, November 5, 2017, at approximately 02:00 local time, the 
warplanes of the Saudi alliance launched three 
air raids on Al- Rabia'ah area in Razih district of 
Sa'ada governorate targeting two fuel stations 
of  the citizens of the region, namely Ahmad 
Salah Nashwan Yahya Mashqa'a, which led to 
the complete destruction of the two stations, as 
well as the destruction of the attached buildings 
and their shops. As an effect of these raids, two 
citizens were injured in the stations who then 
rushed to a hospital close to the targeting area. The trucks belong to the 
station were also destroyed and a nearby gas station was also damaged  in 
addition to the damaging of the cars, owned by citizens,  in  Auto Show  near 
the two stations. 

 

Victims and Witnesses' Testimonies : 

The victim and witness / Ahmed Salah Nashwan, 50 years old and the 

owner of one of the targeting fuel stations told us the details of the 

incident, saying: 

"I was sleeping in my house in the same time of the bombing on my fuel 
station. After  the first raid and the explosion sound, I woke up in a state of 
panic and fear and only moments later then the coalition warplanes launched 
a second and third air raid on the same place targeted before. I hurried out of 
the house to be surprised to see the fuel station belonging to me and the fuel 
station belonging to the citizen Yahya Meshqaa burning, 
I rushed to the scene where the gas stations located. I heard two people asking 
for help, and I and some of the citizens took them out and then took them to a 
hospital near the area 
 The fuel  stations belong to me and Yehia have been completely destroyed. 
The building of my station, in which there are shop, car oil change place, food 
store, and a refrigerator belongs to Yahya Mashqa'a. 
Then I saw my fuel station started burning when I arrived at which,  I tried  
with some citizens to douse the fire. The bombing also resulted in the 
destruction of an Auto Show  near fuel stations". 

The destruction of the two stations 

http://context.reverso.net/translation/english-arabic/douse+the+fire
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There is no justification for Saudi warplanes to target these fuel stations, since 
our region is very far from the area conflicts and there are no camps or armed 
manifestations in our region. "Ahmed Salah Nashwan added"  
 
Witness / Sami Ali Jaber Manwar, aged 20, told us: 

""At approximately 02:00 A.m, the Saudi coalition 
warplanes launched three air raids on the Beni 
Rabia'ah area in Razih district of Sa'ada 
governorate. The raids targeted two fuel stations 
belong to citizens Ahmad Salah Nashwan and 
Yahya Meshqa'a destroying them completely in 
addition to the shops attached to them, as well 
as the of trucks and damaging some cars". 

 
Witness / Issa Saleh Yahya, 22 years old and one of the children of the 

targeting area, said 

"While I was sleeping in our house in Bani Rabia'ah Razih district at about 2:00 
pm, the Saudi warplanes surprised us with three airstrikes that woke me up 
and then went outside. I saw the first raid when it targeted a farm near our 
house, and a few minutes later the third attack targeted a fuel station belongs 
to Ahmed Salah Nashwan, which completely destroyed beside its building and 
the shops. 

  Just minutes after the third raid, the coalition warplanes targeted another 
fuel station close to the targeting station belongs to Yahya Mashqa'a, 
destroying  it completely, in addition to destroying a truck and a refrigerator 
belong to him too. 

 

Incident Outcomes: 

Civilian Victims : 

 
   

Total  

Injured    2 2 

Civil Facilities: 

 

 
      

Complete 
Destruction 2 3 2 2 1 2 

Damaged  1 2    1 

The destruction of the two stations 
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Description of the violation according to the international 

humanitarian law:  

legal center has revised the incident and made a full field scan on the 
targeted area especially the house that was bombarded. As a result of the 
scan, we found the area and the house are populated properties. It is known 
that targeting the civilians is a crime that the international law set punishment 
for and is a breach for the principles and values that were established and 
agreed by the civilized societies. The continuing of targeting and killing 
children, women and civilians by the Saudi-led coalition and its allies is a crime 
of many that still committing before the international society who is still dam 
and deaf to these crimes. This will stand as a stone in front of the collaboration 
of the international society and its aims of preserving and protecting the rights 
and freedoms that will be an international precedent of aggression against the 
states and societies.  

Center Recommendations: 

 Legal Center for Rights and Development calls on all civil society 
organizations and international organizations, especially United Nations 
organizations, to shoulder their moral and humanitarian responsibilities 
towards the crimes committed by the Saudi regime and its coalition against 
humanity and humanity. 

 Calls on United Nations and Security Council to preserve its remaining 
reputation and to stop the war and the bloodshed of Yemenis and reduce 
the crimes commission against Yemen I children and women.  

 And calls for dispatching international commissions of inquiry as soon as 
possible to investigate on this crime and the other ones and to bring 
perpetrators in these crimes to international justice. 
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Annex (1) 

Names and identifications  of injured civilians victims 

Bombing Two Fuel Stations Belong to / Ahmed Salah Nashwan and Yahya 

Meshqa'a 

Bani Rabia'ah Area - Razih District – Sa'ada Governorate 

5 -11- 2017 

 

 

  
  

  
  

 
  

N  Name  Gender  Age  

1.  Shukre Baheem  Male  45 
2.  Ali Ali Ai-Teree Male  30 
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Annex(2) 

ames and data of destroyed and damaged civilian facilities 
Bombing Two Fuel Stations Belong to / Ahmed Salah Nashwan and Yahya 

Meshqa'a 

Bani Rabia'ah Area - Razih District – Sa'ada Governorate 

5 -11- 2017 

N  
Facility 
Type 

Name of the facility owner Distraction Level 

1.  Fuel Station Ahmed Salah Nashwan Complete Destruction 

2.   Food Truck  Ahmed Salah Nashwan Complete Destruction 

3.   Auto parts 
shop 

Ahmed Salah Nashwan Complete Destruction 

4.   Shop of 
changing oil 

Ahmed Salah Nashwan Complete Destruction 

5.   Gas Station Ahmed Salah Nashwan Partial Destruction 

6.   Food Store Ahmed Salah Nashwan Complete Destruction 

7.   Fuel Station Yahya Meshqa'a Complete Destruction 

8.   Refrigerator Yahya Meshqa'a Complete Destruction 

9.   A Two 
Building 

Ahmed Salah Nashwan  Complete Destruction 

10.   Auto show  Mansor Sufain Sayan Partial Destruction 
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Photos of the Destroyed an Damaged Facilities  
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